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‘It’s time to look beyond a pet food tin’
After 37 years with C&D
Foods, Philip Reynolds is
ready for a new challenge,
writes Business Editor
Samantha McCaughren

C U R R IC U L U M
V I TA E
Name
Philip Reynolds
Age
54
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Position
Former CEO of C&D Foods

HILIP Reynolds carries around
a slim, modern black leather
satchel, free from unnecessary clutter. But one concise
document is always with him,
tucked away inside a folder — a
handwritten agreement from
2008 in which he agreed to sell
half of C&D Foods, the family
pet food business, to beef baron

Larry Goodman.
In a world of long and complex legal agreements, it is notable for its brevity and simplicity.
“We talk about a one-page man. It’s not off the
ground I licked it,” he says, a reference to his late
father, the former Taoiseach Albert Reynolds, who
famously sought to have issues distilled down to
a single page.
On Friday, he finished working for the family
business after selling his last 15pc stake in the
company to Goodman’s company ABP. Reynolds
says the sale has been an emotional one, albeit
one that has been in the making for some time.
“I came to terms with the fact that C&D was not
going to be ‘Reynolds’ back in 2008 when Larry
and I did the deal. And in my mind, it was always
a natural progression over time that at some point
I would exit the business.”
The initial deal was borne out of a pivotal and
potentially catastrophic moment in the business,
which had originally been established by Albert
Reynolds in 1969. In 2006, a fire destroyed the pet
food factory in Edgeworthstown, Co Longford.
After the devastation, Philip Reynolds, who was
running the company, began to see opportunity,
particularly the potential offered by a move away
from canned food to single-serve pouches. Prior to
the fire, the company imported cans from the UK
into Longford where the products were canned,
processed, sterilised, packed, labelled and then
shipped directly to the UK or Irish retailers.
“I had fairly grandiose plans as to what we
might be able to do and how we could grow the
business because up to that point the business was
primarily an Irish and UK-based business,” says
Reynolds. “I had seen how the pet food business
had changed and I had at that time come to the
realisation that a lot of consolidation that needed to happen in our business was happening. I
felt that within all of that, there was going to be
opportunity for C&D.”
He decided against rebuilding a canning factory in Edgeworthstown but to invest instead in
pouching technology. A €30m investment in the
new plant was covered by the insurance money.
The other part of his strategy involved acqusitions.
“What we didn’t have at that stage then the
funding to get involved in consolidation, growing
the business and so on,” says Reynolds. “And the
reason why ultimately I did a deal with ABP and
Larry Goodman was because I sold him the ideas
that I had about how we could consolidate the pet
food industry, not just in Ireland and England,
but across Europe.”
Larry Goodman and Albert Reynolds were
both central figures in the Beef Tribunal but
prior to the C&D investment, the families had no
business dealings.
“The relationship was one more of a personal
relationship rather than a business relationship,”
says Reynolds. “That said, I also knew that ABP
had expressed interest and had attempted previously to get into the pet food business. And it
was a natural extension of what they do anyway,
so I knew it wasn’t completely foreign to Larry in
terms of what he might have been interested in.”
At the time C&D and ABP both shared a chairman, Ron Bolger, so getting a proposal across
Goodman’s desk was never going to be an issue.
Goodman didn’t hesitate, according to Reynolds.
“I met him at five o’clock on a Friday evening
in his hangar in Venair (a Goodman company).
And at eight o’clock that evening that’s when we
had an agreement,” says Reynolds producing the
handwritten document.
Growing up, business influenced Reynolds
rather than politics as his father entered that
sphere when he was well into his teens.
The second eldest of seven children, he boarded
at private school in Roscrea, but worked in the
factory during holiday time.
“Myself and my next-door neighbour, Declan
Flynn, who still works in C&D to this day, he and
I used to thumb a lift from Longford up to Edge-

Lives
Mullingar, Co Westmeath
Education
Roscrea College and Irish
Management Institute
Previous experience
Lifetime working in C&D
Foods
Family
Married to Anne. Children
Robert (27), Stephanie (25)
and Mark (21)
Pastimes
I walk and swim and ride out
and play golf badly. I also love
to travel
Favourite film
The Green Mile and am
currently watching Suits

Philip Reynolds of C&D
Foods. Photo: David
Conachy.

B USIN E S S LE S S O N S
What’s your best piece of business
advice?
Sometimes people, when they become
leaders in anything, whether it’s leading
a team, whether it’s leading a business,
whether it’s leading a country, no matter
what it is, I think sometimes people can fall
into the trap of believing that they should
know everything. I think with that comes a
huge risk.
What are the big trends in pet food?
Some of the things we’re producing now, I’d
say my dad would have sent for the lads in
straitjackets if he thought we were going to
be doing it. Things like hypoallergenic food,
natural/free-from, even vegan pet food.

worthstown for our summer job in C&D. And at
that stage it would be everything from offloading
raw materials, hand loading containers for the
UK, working on labelling lines, whatever it was,
we would do it.”
Upon leaving school, he had settled on working
in the business but his father was adamant that he
get a third-level eduction. However, a new factory
was being built and they both agreed that the
young Reynolds should see that process firsthand
then go on to college before returning to C&D.
“But I went in there in ‘82 and events took over
for him because then he ended up being a minister
in 1982 and then his career took him completely
away from C&D and I was in there. The fact that
he was so far removed from it, having run it
himself from 1969, I think he felt it was nice to
have a member of the family there, even though
the member of the family was 18 years of age or
whatever I was.”
In the end, Reynolds never left the business and
ended up completing his third level qualification
at weekends through IMI.
In 1990 and at the age of 26, Reynolds had just
got married but when returning from his honeymoon was surprised to be greeted at the airport
by the company sales manager Liam Feeley. The
big news at the company was that the CEO had
resigned and that Reynolds was being considered
as his successor.
“I said: ‘Liam, hold on a minute here, now, I’m
26 years of age, I’ve just got married, I’ve planned
out my next year, I’m going to be at every race
meeting in the country and I have no interest
in taking over,’ and he said: ‘well, that’s why I’m
here,’ he said, ‘you have to’.”
“I met with dad and he had guys (in the company) onboard with him at that stage advising as
to what he should do. However it transpired, they
decided that they were going to give me a run at
it.” Reynolds is hugely grateful for the support

his senior colleagues gave him when he took the
reins at such a young age.
Judging by the figures, he was the right choice
for the job. When he took over the business in 1990
turnover was €15m and has now hit €500m. The
business has acted as a consolidator, as Reynolds
envisaged, with operations in The Netherlands,
Austria, Denmark, Spain, the UK, Italy and
Germany.
According to Reynolds, the agreement with
Goodman meant that his stake would be sold down
as ABP invested in the expansion of the company, assuming that the opportunities outlined by
Reynolds materialised.
“His view was that if the business did grow
to the extent that he would like to consolidate it
with the ABP business and to do that he needed
51pc and I said look, you’re not getting it today
but I totally understand and if my plans are realised for how the business can develop and grow,
I’ve actually no issue with that, and that’s what
happened.”
His stake was diluted to 35pc in 2012 at the
time of a major acquisition.
“We did a couple of very, very large acquisitions
and to help finance those large acquisitions I
diluted my shareholding,” he says. “And that’s
where we ultimately ended up now, where I ended
up with 15pc.”
Under the agreement, there was a put-and-call
option, which meant both parties would review
the businesses periodically. “I had always an
opportunity to put my shares to ABP and they
would have to buy them, and similarly there was
a time when they could call on my shares and I’d
have to sell them,” said Reynolds.
The threat of Brexit triggered a decision by
ABP to buy the remaining shares.
“Did I think it was going to be now? Did I
think it was going to be over this issue? No is the
honest answer to that,” said Reynolds.

“Larry and I had the conversation and our
agreement, our understanding coming out of it
was that Brexit is a huge issue. It’s a huge issue
for every business that trades in the UK and we’re
no different in that. We have to be Brexit-ready
whatever that means and in whatever form Brexit
takes. And he and I agreed that to address that
properly, it would be only right and fair at this
stage that he would have a blank piece of paper to
make the decisions that are right for the business.
And not to have a minority shareholder.”
Reynolds also felt it was the right time to leave
his role as CEO of the company.
“Larry and I have had a very, very good working relationship, I’ve nothing but the height of
praise for him as a partner and as a colleague,”
says Reynolds. “Even though Larry would have
been very, very happy if I had agreed to stay on
and continued to run the business — it’s not that
I don’t want to, it’s that I can’t. To me it’s time,
it’s the right time for me to move on. C&D is now
ABP. I want it to be seen to be ABP. To me it was
even when I only had 15pc of it, I still felt like it
was 100pc mine and I can’t bring my own head
around to be able to see it any differently.”
Reynolds will spend some time indulging one
of his passions, horses, and will make his annual
pilgrimage to Cheltenham next month, assuming
it goes ahead. But his face lights up when asked
about the next step in his business life.
“I’ve been very fortunate to have the career
I’ve had, the life I’ve had but it has been 37 years
as Dermot Desmond once told me with my head
stuck in a pet food can so maybe it’s time to take
it out of a pet food can now and look elsewhere,”
he says. “I have other things that I want to do.
And they’re not in the pet food space and before
you ask me, they’re not in the horse world either.”
“I’m young enough still to have another crack
at something and if I make a mess of it, well sure
it won’t be the end of the world.”

TOU R IS M

With VAT hike and Brexit worries, clouds loom for the Irish tourism boom
Ailish O’Hora
LOFTUS Hall is an imposing sight on Wexford’s
Hook Peninsula, one of the country’s most
attractive tourist destinations. Touted as one of
Ireland’s most haunted buildings, it can trace
its history back to the Norman invasion and is
said to have opened its doors to the devil back
in the 1700s.
Down through the years it has been a
convent and a hotel as well as a private home,
but it is now owned by businessman Aidan
Quigley. The devil is long gone and the house
now attracts thousands of altogether more
welcome visitors every year to this increasingly
popular part of what is now branded Ireland’s
Ancient East.
Leaning on the hall’s spooky past, Quigley
— who bought the 25,000 sq ft country pile in
2011 — opened it to the public the following
year on Friday July 13 as a tourism destination
for paranormal lockdowns and interactive
theatrical tours.
“One of our regular events is the Bealtaine
May Pagan festival and Samhain at Halloween
which links directly the Ancient East brand
which has become a great platform for our
tourism business, and those in the area in
general, as part of the Visit Wexford initiative,”

said Quigley. According to Tourism Ireland
chief executive Niall Gibbons, the Ancient East
brand is just one example of initiatives driving
growth in the industry outside of the main
cities. “Part of our challenge is extending the
season and widening the growth in tourism
across the country,” he said. “We also want
visitors to spend more and stay longer and that
is part of our market diversification strategy.”
He adds that Tourism Ireland, which is
responsible for selling the island of Ireland
overseas as a destination, has just launched its
€10m “Fill Your Heart With Ireland” marketing
drive in the US and main European markets in
a bid to drive this growth.
The Irish tourism industry is robust, though
not without its challenges. After eight years
of consecutive growth, 11.2 million overseas
visitors spent €6bn here last year and there are
325,000 people employed in the industry on the
island.
The target for 2019 is to grow visitor
numbers to 11.6 million and spending to
€6.5bn, according to Gibbons. The biggest
spenders are visitors from mainland Europe, in
markets like France and Germany, and growing
numbers from the Nordic countries. Air access
from this market is expected to increase by
about 5pc this year with new markets opening

up. For example, flights to Ireland West Airport
(Knock) from Cologne. The North American
market of the US and Canada has doubled from
1 million to 2 million visitors over the past five
years and the prospect for growth is strong,
Gibbons added. New routes include Dallas and
Minneapolis as well as Montreal, Calgary and
Hamilton in Canada.
China is another growth market, as is the
Middle East. Air access from Asia is due to
increase by 15pc, driven by new routes from
Beijing and Hong Kong last year, and Shenzen
this spring. The Middle East market is already
served by Qatar, Etihad and Emirates while the
market is also expected to be boosted by visafree travel from the UAE.
The British market is the biggest by volume.
Visitor numbers hit 4.5 million last year
and they spent €1.5bn. This market is also
important for the off-season as more than 40pc
of British visitors come in the first and last
quarters. Growth potential is coming from new
air routes as well as increased sea access with
the launch of the ship WB Yeats.
“The market finished slightly up last year
which is great given the uncertainty with Brexit
and external challenges around trade talks
which can impact on consumer confidence.
Then there are currency issues, for example,

if there is a hard Brexit you could see a
deterioration in sterling making Ireland more
expensive for British visitors,” Gibbons said.
“Tourism Ireland was born out of the Good
Friday Agreement as an all-Ireland initiative.
Northern Ireland had record 2.3 million visitors
last year — that’s a tangible peace dividend
in uncertain times. Tourism brings peace and
peace brings tourism,” he added.
However, Gibbons also said that one of
the biggest challenges facing the industry is
keeping the lid on costs and maintaining our
cost competitiveness.
“Cost competitiveness are key watch words
for 2019,” he said. “Dublin isn’t competing

with Paris and Rome... it’s more a tier of cities
like Amsterdam, Copenhagen and Barcelona.
And if we are consistently pricing above these
cities that will impact on demand. Certainly
during the course of 2018 there were pressures
there, though nothing like where we were in
2008. The digital infrastructure around price
comparison, for example, that’s there now is
much more sophisticated and travellers are
acutely aware of pricing. There is good value
around,” he added.
There was much hand-wringing within the
industry when the Government restored the
VAT rate for the hospitality sector to 13.5pc in
the last budget.
“It’s something that we are very concerned
about and we’ll be keeping a very close eye
on it, especially with the sterling implications
of a hard Brexit,” said Eoghan O’Mara Walsh,
chief executive of the Irish Tourism Industry
Confederation.
“There are 20,000 small tourism and
hospitality businesses in Ireland and the VAT
hike has to be passed on. Only time will tell
what the impact is in the medium to long term.
Having said that, we’re still positive about
2019 based on increased air and sea access to
Ireland, and the ongoing €2.5bn being invested
by the industry.”
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Brexit triggers sale of Reynolds
stake in C&D Foods to Goodman
Pet food company
founded 50 years
ago by former
Taoiseach Albert
Reynolds
Samantha McCaughren

Disruptor to offer personal loans after winning 200,000 Irish customers

Business Editor

BUSINESSMAN Philip Reynolds, son of former Taoiseach
Albert Reynolds, has sold
down his last remaining 15pc
stake in the family business,
C&D Foods, to beef baron
Larry Goodman.
Reynolds told the Sunday
Independent that Brexit had
been the trigger for his exit
from the company. He also
is leaving the company after
almost three decades as CEO.
The company was founded
by the late Albert Reynolds 50
years ago in Edgeworthstown,
Co Longford.
Goodman’s ABP Food
Group first invested in the
company in 2008.
It took a 50pc stake, helping C&D to fulfil ambitions
to become a consolidator in
the market and expand in Europe. The pet food company
now has annual revenues of
€500m and spans nine countries, employing 1,500 people.
Reynolds said that in excess of 40pc of the business
remained UK-focused.
Under the 2008 agreement
with Goodman, there was a
put-and-call option under
which both parties would review the business and shareholding periodically.
“I had always an opportunity to put my shares to ABP
and they would have to buy
them, and similarly there was
a time when they could call on
my shares and I’d have to sell
them,” said Reynolds.
Recently, the pair held a
meeting regarding the shareholding.
“Larry and I had the conversation and our agreement,
our understanding coming
out of it, was that Brexit is a
huge issue,” said Reynolds.
“It is a huge issue for every
business that trades in the UK
and we’re no different in that.
We have to be Brexit-ready
whatever that means and in
whatever form Brexit takes.
“Did I think it was going
to be now? Did I think it was

Michael Cogley

Business Correspondent

FINTECH disruptor Revolut
is to establish an Irish base
in the coming months as it
prepares to take on the country’s pillar banks with new
current accounts, overdrafts,
and personal loans.
The London-based banking company, which is valued
at around $1.7bn (€1.49bn)
claims that it will offer the
cheapest overdrafts in the
Irish market as well as the
lowest interest rates on loans
up to €15,000. More than
200,000 customers use the
service here with a further
100,000 targeted for 2019.
Revolut’s global marketing

Philip Reynolds of C&D Foods is leaving the family business after 37 years. Photo: David Conachy
going to be over this issue?
No is the honest answer to
that,” said Reynolds. “It was
all about what’s right for the
business and we both concluded from that the time
— albeit not of our choosing —
the time is right now.”
He agreed with Goodman that having a minority
shareholder would not be
beneficial in the current environment. Reynolds said he
and Goodman had enjoyed an
extremely positive working
relationship and that ABP’s

backing had helped the company expand and thrive.
“It’s very, very tight margin
[the business], we’re dealing
with the largest retail groups
all across Europe, it’s fiercely
competitive, and, at times,
like the finance crunch, no
money available to do anything — and I’m not even
talking about expanding, I’m
talking about to run day-today businesses — you need
somebody of the strength of
an ABP to get you through
that.”

Pedigree, owned by Mars,
and Nestle dominate the pet
food sector with C&D Foods
focusing on the private label business, which means
it makes pet food branded
for individual supermarket
chains.
Reynolds said selling the
stake was a very emotional
decision given the family’s
history with the business.
However, he now plans to invest in new business ventures.

› Full interview page 6

Humphreys defends low
take-up of Brexit loans

Dublin Port to cut back
cruise ships for cargo

Fearghal O’Connor

Fearghal O’Connor

ENTERPRISE minister
Heather Humphreys has
said that she is not concerned
about the low uptake by businesses of a special €300m
Brexit loan facility.
Just €15m has been
loaned in the year since it
was launched.
But the minister told the
Sunday Independent she is
concerned about Irish firms
that have not yet engaged
with Brexit, “the ones who
are thinking this isn’t going
to happen or that it’s going
to go away”.
“I’d be worried if it [the
€300m fund] was all going
out the door very quickly.
I’d say then that there is
something wrong,” she said.
“I think companies are
not sure what is going to
happen but what I would
say to them is make the
application, get the loan
in place, you don’t have to
draw it down, but it’s there

Fintech Revolut to
take on pillar banks
with new Irish base

in case you need it. It’s a very
good loan scheme at a very
competitive rate.
“I would imagine you will
find a bigger uptake as we get
closer to the end of March.”
The scheme is aimed at
providing a boost in working
capital for companies impacted by Brexit. A second,
longer term €300m scheme
for capital investment is to be
launched next month.
“I meet with business representative groups all the
time and no one is coming
to me and saying there is
a problem with this loan,”
she said.
“If there is a problem
I want to hear about it. I
think right now people are
just looking at what there
financial needs are.
“Because of the concern
over Brexit a lot of people are
not investing and they are
probably reluctant to borrow
and I can understand that.”

› See Brexit focus, page 5

DUBLIN Port is to greatly
curtail cruise ships using its
facilities and may axe the
business altogether.
Port boss Eamonn O’Reilly told the Sunday Independent that rising freight
volumes and the need to
create space due to Brexit
meant that trade needed to
be prioritised over tourism.
The move will be a big
blow to tourism and retail
interests in the city.
Almost 300,000 cruise
passengers docked in the city
in 2018, up 32pc.
But O’Reilly said that the
cruise ship business would
“peak during 2019 and from
2021 we will be taking significantly fewer bookings
for cruises”.
“Our primary business is
freight and we are committed
to our freight customers —
that’s our core business.”
Last year, 8,000 ships
used the port,” he said.

“Just 150 were cruise
ships. It’s a small part of our
business.
“Cargo volumes have gone
up 36pc in six years, we
are having to devote land
to stage inspections due to
Brexit and space is at a premium,” he said.
The port has planning
permission for a cruise terminal but is now undertaking
an economic cost benefit
analysis to see if investing
“many tens of millions” in the
cruise business “stacks up”.
“If it doesn’t then we’ll
have to prioritise our core
business,” he said.
“Certainly in the shortterm we will not be able to
take the number of cruise
ships that we have done in
the past,” he said.
A billion-euro infrastructure plan will see quay walls
rebuilt, further curtailing
the space available for huge
cruise ships.
“Something has to give,”
said O’Reilly.

head Chad West said that use
of the service in Ireland had
“blown up” over the last 12
months.
“We’ve noticed a big rise in
the number of people using in
the border regions because
you can store and transfer
multiple currencies easily.
We’ve decided that we need
a more local presence in Ireland,” West said.
“We’re hiring a country
growth manager, a marketing
manager, and a number of
local community managers
who will work in Dublin,
Cork, and Belfast.”
West said that Revolut will
initially hire up to six people
and will “continue to add”
as the company grows in the

market. Currently all Irish operations are routed through
the group’s headquarters in
London.
West said that there was
a “minimum expectation” to
have 300,000 users in Ireland
by the end of the year. He said
that the product was going
to “rapidly change” since it
secured a European banking
licence in December.
Revolut will use the passporting rights of the licence
to allow it to offer current
accounts, personal loans, and
free stock-trading products
in Ireland.
West said the “ballpark”
interest rates on the personal
loans would range from 8pc to
14pc on values up to €15,000.

Users will be able to apply
for the loans and receive
the money in their accounts
instantly, according to West.
In the past Revolut has
been viewed as a “digital
purse” product that goes
hand-in-hand with a separate
account from a pillar bank
but the company plans for
that to change.
“We’re building this onestop financial shop,” West
said. “Our view is that there
will be no need to use any
other service. Over the next
few years you’ll see Revolut
as one of the top banks in
Ireland,” he claimed.
Bank of Ireland and AIB
are in the process of enhancing their digital offerings.
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€1.2m blow to Kinahan cartel as vacuum-packed cash seized
Maeve Sheehan
GARDAI have seized an estimated €1.2m in cash in a
series of searches targeting
the Irish operations of the
Kinahan crime syndicate.
First, tens of thousands of
euro were seized by organ-

ised crime detectives when
they swooped on two cars in
Clonard Road, Wexford, at
10.45am yesterday in a carefully co-ordinated operation.
The cash was discovered
in vacuum-packed packages
in a holdall in one of the cars.
Three men, aged 47, 38 and

WHAT CAROLINE DID NEXT

29, were arrested on suspicion
of money laundering under
Section 4 of the Criminal
Justice Act.
Detectives then quickly
mounted a further search, this
time at a private residence in
Dublin, where they discovered
an even larger cash haul.

The combined total of
those seizures was estimated
at €1m.
A further search in Wexford yesterday evening yielded
another €200,000, bringing
the total seized to €1.2m. A
fourth man, aged 44, was
also arrested. All four men re-

mained in custody last night.
The vacuum-packed wads
of cash were being forensically
examined for potential fingerprint and DNA evidence,
before detectives can begin
counting the cash.
It is understood that gardai
suspect the money seized in

Wexford may have been on
its way out of the country, and
detectives will be making enquiries at Rosslare ferry port.
The haul is expected to
be one of the largest cash
seizures in Ireland this year
and delivers another blow to
the Kinahan cartel, which is

believed to have lost millions
of euro in potential drugs
earnings.
The Garda National Drugs
and Organised Crime Bureau
has been making major inroads
into the gang’s network here.

Full story, page 4

An Post to offer
cheap mortgages
n Rates to be 1pc n Switchers and n Savings of €47k
lower than banks first-timers boost on €250k loan
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LA STORY: Caroline Morahan moved to LA a decade ago
to pursue her dream of becoming an actress. She tells
LIFE magazine how she is now happier than ever

THE biggest shake-up of the
mortgage market for almost
20 years is on the way with An
Post set to offer home-loans
and pledging it will undercut
current market rates by 1pc.
The mortgages will be
available to both new customers and, crucially, switchers
seeking a move from their
existing mortgage provider to
cut their monthly payments.
Latest Central Bank figures
show that the average interest
rate on new mortgages issued
in July was 3.21pc — among
the highest in the eurozone
where the average is just 1.77pc
The Sunday Independent
can reveal that the board of
An Post has approved a new
financial services strategy
which would see the semistate offering mortgages with
a joint venture partner next
year.
The key part of its mortgage strategy is to offer sub-

stantially cheaper rates in
order to woo mortgage customers from the country’s two
pillar banks, AIB and Bank of
Ireland.
Undercutting competitors
by 1pc would be a huge incentive, not just for those trying
to get on the property ladder
for the first time but also for
existing mortgage holders.
It’s potentially the biggest
innovation in the mortgage
market here since Bank of
Scotland introduced European Central Bank tracker
mortgages to the Irish market
in 2001.
A reduction of 1pc in a
homeowner’s mortgage rate
equates to €55 a month for
each €100,000 borrowed. Over
the lifetime of a mortgage, this
would be a saving of €47,000
for a €250,000 mortgage over
30 years.
The mortgage offer will be
among a set of new products
that will include credit cards,
personal loans and fintech

Continued on page 2

BRENDAN O’CONNOR

Winter is coming. Who’s to blame?

O

F course our capacity for delusion
has always been
very necessary to
our survival. If the
Irish had, at various stages
in our history, not been able
to avoid the uncomfortable
facts and decide that, ‘Shure,
it’ll be grand’, the appalling
vista of reality might have
broken us.
The downside of this
great capacity for denial is
that, now and again, we get
a hard, wet slap in the face
from reality. Two of the big
lies we told ourselves this
year were that ‘Brexit will
never happen anyway, Shure
it won’t Ted?’ and ‘the
weather has changed forever.
We are pretty much a Mediterranean country now, like

we were in the 1970s’.
And then last week we get
a double whammy — wham,
pow! An uppercut in the
shape of Storm Ali and a
sudden realisation that Brexit might actually happen,
and it might not be good.
Last week could have broken
lesser people and sent them
into despair. But not us. We
treated these twin catastrophes with equanimity.
Storm Ali was no joke. It
reminded us that much as
Mother Nature can shine a
kind light and give you the
most memorable summer
ever, she can also be brutal.
We did, however, manage
to salvage something out it.
If there’s one thing we like
more than talking about the
weather, it’s figuring out
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whose fault everything is.
We have brought the
apportioning of blame to a
fine art in Ireland. There are
currently about 800 various
tribunals of inquiry trundling on in Ireland trying
to find out who is to blame
for various long-forgotten
outrages. After the storm hit,
we got straight down to it.
Whose fault was it that we
were caught unawares?
Met Eireann got out the
wind speeds to explain how
it wasn’t its fault. Though
you could argue that when
you are having to use the
Beaufort wind scale and
the technicalities of what
constitutes a red over an
orange warning to defend
yourself, you’re probably
losing. Simon Coveney even
got in on the blame game,
deciding to blame all of us
for getting blase, a clear
sign he thinks we won’t be
having an election any time
soon. The rest of us, who are
usually harping on about the
nanny state over-reacting to
weather, blamed the nanny

state for not nannying us.
The argument is roughly
that if you are going to nanny people, then you need to
be consistent. We’ve got used
to being told what to think
and do, so don’t turn around
now and expect us to take
responsibility for ourselves.
It took us a while to
realise the Brexit thing was
being elevated to a red level
on the omnishambles scale.
Initially we thought Salzburg was just another ritual
humiliation of Theresa May.
As far as we can see, Theresa
May gets ritually humiliated
about three times a week
and she just gets back up,
puts some oil in her cogs,
puts in a new battery pack,
and marches on.
But we have an uneasy
feeling that this is all getting
too close for comfort, that
such is the incompetence
now that Brexit could happen by accident, even if no
one intends it.
Winter, as they say, is
coming. But shure, it’ll be
grand.
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An Post to offer borrowers cheaper mortgages
Continued from page 1
(Financial Technology) services offered via partnerships
under a new brand, An Post
Money.
Debbie Byrne, managing
director of An Post Retail, said
that it was not yet seeking a
full banking licence but would
not rule it out in the future.
She said An Post’s plan is to
offer the most competitive
mortgage rates in the market.
It would aim “to be 1pc
lower than other providers,
bringing Irish rates more in
line with rates offered by
UK and other providers [in

Media
watchdog
gets RTE
complaint

Europe]”, she added. She also
expects Irish banks to fight
back: “They are not going to
let us have a free run at it.”
An Post plans to issue
a document setting out its
requirements, known as a
Request for Proposals, for
mortgages in December. “We
would look to do a joint venture with a partner using their
capability,” said Ms Byrne.
“The rates here are less
competitive than other parts
of Europe, largely driven by
legacy issues such as tracker mortgages and the heavy
levels of defaulted loans. The
advantage for us, as a new

entrant into the market, is we
don’t have those legacy issues.
And we would be able to bring
more competitive products
with lower rates. We have had
several meetings with the Department of Finance and they
definitely have a mandate to
stimulate competition in the
banking market.”
She said that using An
Post’s infrastructure would
make post offices around the
country more viable. “It’s a
win-win for everyone.”
An Post is confident a partner can be selected by late
Spring next year. “We will cast
the net abroad. Irish banks are

also welcome to submit proposals but we have also looked
at international banks that
hold licences here,” she said.
“We aim to be in the marketing and piloting phase
towards the end of next year.”
She added it would then
target the peak house-buying
period in spring 2020. Ms
Byrne added that there was a
window of opportunity to take
market share from the banks:
“There is low confidence and
trust in the banks and they are
still managing through their
back book issues.
“The An Post brand is
strong and trusted and there

is the branch network. We
would need to be able to serve
people online but also in a
face-to-face environment.”
An Post Money will launch
next spring and has already
signed a deal with Avant, the
former MBNA business, for
credit cards and loans ranging
from €5,000 to €70,000. It will
also seek partners for fintech
services and lending to small
and medium-sized business.
Financial sources said the
entry of An Post into the market is significant but not without challenges as competition
intensifies among banks to
attract prime borrowers.

However, adviser Michael Dowling, of Dowling
Financial, said a new entrant
coming in at least half a percentage point lower than
existing lenders would win
business.
It is not An Post’s first foray
into banking. It previously
formed Postbank, a joint venture with Belgian bank Fortis.
But it was badly timed and
began to roll out just as the
economy crashed. Postbank
closed in 2010 following the
collapse of Fortis.

› See today’s

Sunday Business section

News in Brief
Dalkey hosts Maeve Binchy event
÷ ‘ECHOES, Maeve Binchy and Irish Writers,’ a full day

of talks, discussions, readings and dramatisations, will
take place on Saturday, October 6, at Dalkey Castle and
Heritage Centre.
The event will look at the quiet feminism of Maeve
Binchy and the role she played in easing the path for
contemporary Irish women writers, and whether gender
is still a relevant topic in writing — or more significant
than ever. TCD’s Dr Melissa Sihra’s keynote address
will elaborate on ‘Intuitive Feminism’, while writers
Gordon Snell, Henrietta McKervey, Declan Hughes,
Patricia Scanlan, Sheila O’Flanagan, Claudia Carroll,
Frank McGuinness and Catherine Dunne will discuss
topics from gender and crime writing to freedom and
emigration. Early-bird full day tickets are €45 (limited
availability). Full day tickets thereafter are €55. Half-day
tickets (morning or afternoon) are €30. More details at
www.echoes.ie/booktickets.

Liam Miller tribute game free to air

ON YOUR MARKS...

÷ The Liam Miller tribute match between Manchester
United Legends and Republic of Ireland and Celtic
Legends at Pairc Ui Chaoimh in Cork will be broadcast
free-to-air on Virgin Media Three and Virgin Media Sport
on Tuesday from 2pm. Proceeds from the match will go
to the Liam Miller Fund. Marymount Hospice and other
charities will also benefit.

Skeleton staff for mental health services
÷ Fianna Fail has said children’s mental health services
are in crisis after new figures showed teams supporting
young people have less than 10pc of the required
staff. Figures provided to the party’s mental health
spokesperson James Browne by the HSE show children
and adolescent mental health intellectual disability teams
have just 9pc of the staff needed. Mr Browne said he was
shocked by the numbers. “Generally speaking children’s
mental health services are in a state of crisis in many
parts of the country but the gaps in provision for these
most vulnerable of children is even more shocking. It’s
yet another area where Fine Gael are failing to deliver,”
he said.

Philip Ryan
COMMUNICATIONS Minister
Denis Naughten has asked
the Broadcasting Authority
of Ireland (BAI) to investigate
allegations made by an alleged
RTE whistleblower about the
broadcaster’s coverage of the
2011 Presidential Election
campaign.
The Sunday Independent
revealed a whistleblower
claiming to be a senior RTE
staff member wrote to 11 members of the Oireachtas setting
out serious concerns over the
station’s approach to the last
presidential election.
The whistleblower’s 4,000word personal statement
was forwarded to Minister
Naughten by a member of
the Oireachtas. The minister’s
spokesperson confirmed he
has since asked the BAI to
investigate the claims.
The Oireachtas Communications Committee also
considered the whistleblower’s statement last week
but decided not to pursue
the allegations as the statement was not supported by
evidence.
In the statement, the alleged RTE employee said it
was “critical” that a fresh
investigation takes place into
what went on in 2011 and the
events that followed.
This whistleblower said
they had “agonised personally” over the station’s coverage
of the election for seven years
and felt “cowardly” for not
speaking out sooner.
The whistleblower said
they did not complain to RTE
over fears of being discredited.
Responding to news that
the complaint had been sent
to the BAI, an RTE spokesperson said the station had an
“established disclosure policy”
for staff members who wish to
raise concerns.
“RTE would welcome this
individual to come forward, in
confidence. To date, no member of staff has raised these
matters nor has RTE received
any official correspondence
regarding this,” she added.
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O Muircheartaigh tributes at gala dinner
÷ Legendary broadcaster and commentator Micheal O

Muircheartaigh was honoured by President Michael D
Higgins at a special tribute dinner in Dublin last night.
The Kerryman was commended for his 61 years behind
the microphone guiding generations of listeners and
supporters through Gaelic games. “His own original style
of commentating allowed him to turn every match into
an epic tale,” said Mr Higgins.

No winner of €4.5m Lotto Jackpot
FUN RUN: Teacher and Olympic marathon runner Sean Hehir with pupils from Scoil Mhuire Gan Smal, Inchicore, Dublin, who are participating in The Daily Mile
— an Athletics Ireland initiative encouraging children to run or jog for 15 minutes every day in their schools. See www.thedailymile.ie. Photo: Tony Gavin

Mairia has not received a
reply to McDonald email

SF leader fails to acknowledge communication about ‘inadequate apology’
Philip Ryan
MARY Lou McDonald has
failed to respond to an email
from sex abuse victim Mairia
Cahill, in which she rejected
the Sinn Fein leader’s apology.
Ms Cahill sent a strongly
worded email to Ms McDonald the day after the Sinn
Fein leader issued a media
statement apologising to the
Belfast woman for her rape
ordeal.
In an email dated September 14, Ms Cahill criticised what she described as

Ms McDonald’s “inadequate
apology”.
She questioned why Ms
McDonald had not apologised
in detail for the ordeal she was
forced to endure when she
came forward as a rape victim.
Ms Cahill asked why the
Sinn Fein president had not
referenced the alleged IRA investigation she was subjected
to in the late 1990s.
Ms Cahill received an automated acknowledgement to
the email she sent Ms McDonald but has so far not received
a personal response.

Sinn Fein did not respond
when asked if the party leader
planned to write back to Ms
Cahill.
Ms McDonald’s apology
followed the publication of a
Police Ombudsman of Northern Ireland report into the
PSNI’s handling of Ms Cahill’s
child abuse allegations. The
report found serious failings
in how police handled the
investigation into her claims.
An unpublished report
given to Ms Cahill by the
Ombudsman said RUC intelligence suggested her alleged

abuser, Martin Morris, was
suspended from Sinn Fein as
he was suspected of abusing
children. RUC intelligence
also suggested Mr Morris was
brought before the Provisional
IRA. Mr Morris denies abusing
Ms Cahill.
Ms McDonald said she
could not establish if Mr
Morris was a party member
because Sinn Fein’s “record
keeping was not as it is now
20 years ago”. She also said she
could not comment on RUC
intelligence because she was
not a “spook” or a “spy”.

Last Thursday, Ms Cahill
held meetings with senior
representatives from Fine
Gael, Fianna Fail and the
Labour Party.
Social Protection Minister
Regina Doherty, Labour Party
leader Brendan Howlin and
Fianna Fail deputy leader
Dara Calleary met Ms Cahill
to discuss her case.
It is understood the politicians plan to meet again this
week to discuss what action
can be taken.

› Ruth Dudley Edwards, p22

÷ There was no winner of last night’s €4,506,895 Lotto

jackpot. The numbers were; 8, 15, 30, 32, 35, 46 (bonus
39). The numbers drawn for Lotto Plus One were; 2, 6, 7,
16, 25, 27, (bonus 19). The numbers drawn for Lotto Plus
Two were; 7, 25, 27, 34, 41, 46 (bonus 20). The raffle drew
8879.

Housewife leaves €3.3m in her will
÷ Catherine Parsons, a housewife of Nutley Avenue,

Donnybrook, Dublin, who died on April 2, 2018, has
left €3,354,088 in her will. Other wills: John Lyne,
farmer, Muckross, Killarney, Co Kerry, died June 29,
2018, left €2,783,756; Harry Byrne, shopkeeper,
Rathfarnham Road, Terenure, Dublin, died June 22,
2017, left €2,428,970; Patrick Cronin, pharmacist,
Thormanby Lawns, Howth, Dublin, died November
18, 2017, left €2,286,680; Hugh O’Keeffe, farmer,
Kemmins Mill, Kilcock, Co Meath, died February 21,
2017, left €2,022,853; Nora Cusack, housewife, New
Road, Clondalkin, Dublin, died February 3, 2018, left
€1,989,634; John McNamee, bank official, Herbert
Road, Bray, Co Wicklow, died December 19, 2017,
left €1,700,693; Ann Maxwell, homemaker, Glenvar
Park, Blackrock, Dublin, died February 15, 2018, left
€1,605,969; Patrick Flanagan, company director,
Mullantine, Rathangan, Co Kildare, died February 26,
2018, left €1,547,271; Brendan Walsh, sheriff and solicitor,
Prince of Wales Terrace, Dublin, died February 9, 2018,
left €1,520,813; Conor McCarthy, company director,
Farmhill Drive, Goatstown, Dublin, died November 4,
2017, left €1,290,122; Thomas Hoey, farmer, Kilberry,
Navan, Co Meath, died February 14, 2018, left €1,165,293;
Paul Collins, doctor, formerly of Bantry North, Co Cork,
died April 7, 2018, left €1,020,188.

The value of estates may include property, including the family
home, and should not be regarded as cash amounts.
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FG inquiry set to name Bailey swing case source
Philip Ryan
THE internal Fine Gael investigation into Maria Bailey’s personal injury claim
against a Dublin hotel over
falling from a swing is expected to name where it believes
“leaked” legal papers relating

to the controversial case were
obtained.
The Sunday Independent has learnt that barrister
David Kennedy, who is leading the investigation, will
“draw conclusions” on where
he believes court documents
relating to the case may have

been acquired by the Irish
Independent.
A well-placed Fine Gael
source confirmed Mr Kennedy
was reviewing how the story
got into the public domain as
part of his investigation.
This included trying to
establish how legal papers

NADIA’S BIG DAY

Winning, doping
and regrets

may have been obtained by refused to rule out suggestions
journalists.
the story was leaked by one of
“It is a fact that pleadings her own party members
were leaked and we don’t know
She claimed she had been
by whom or to whom, but subjected to an “orchestrated”
David will probably draw a attack which aimed to cause
conclusion on that,” the source “maximum damage”.
claimed. During an interview
on RTE Radio One, Ms Bailey Full story, page 6

Living

First social media
controls revealed

A STORM
AT DUBLIN
PORT
Fearghal
O’Connor
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÷ Irish watchdog BAI to ÷ Age checks to be ÷ Comes amid
police content across EU included in overhaul Kriegel case fears
ITALIAN JOY: Nadia Forde and Dominic Day pictured in
Puglia, Italy, after they got married yesterday. The dress
Nadia is wearing is by Oscar de la Renta. Photo Alli Woods

Samantha McCaughren

Business Editor

AN Irish regulatory watchdog,
which will police all video
content on the world’s biggest
social media platforms, has
set out the new powers it will
use to combat harmful video
content online.
The Broadcasting Authority
of Ireland, which currently regulates Irish commercial radio
and television as well as RTE
and TG4, will now regulate
video content on Facebook,
Twitter and YouTube in Ireland
and across Europe.
As the world’s largest social
media platforms are based
in Ireland, the BAI will now
expand its reach across the
continent and be responsible
for new rules for most video
content on social media sites.
The rules will require age
verification, parental controls
and a ‘robust’ complaints
mechanism, according to BAI
proposals to Government seen
by the Sunday Independent.
There is growing pressure
in Europe for Ireland to implement these new EU rules

SEE BUSINESS SECTION
amid deepening concern over
content on such platforms.
Social media content came
into sharp focus in Ireland last
week, following the verdict in
the Ana Kriegel murder case.
Facebook and Twitter were
ordered to take down material
identifying Boy A and Boy B.
It also emerged during legal
argument, published after the
trial, that one of the 14-year-old
boys had a significant volume
of pornographic images on his
phone. This raised concerns
about the type of material
young people can now easily
access online.
In its submission, the BAI
seeks to become an enlarged
Media Commission with “significant” investigatory and
compliance powers.
It would be a statutory regulator with legally enshrined enforcement powers to police the
social media sites’ video content. Criminal sanctions and
fines would be introduced for
the most serious cases, under

the BAI plan. The rules have to
be in place by September 2020.
This is the first time that a state
regulator will have powers to
police harmful content on social media giants like Facebook
and Twitter.
The BAI also recommends
that an Irish Online Safety
Commissioner, as proposed
earlier this year by Communications Minister Richard
Bruton, would form part of the
enlarged regulator.
The BAI proposes that the
Online Safety Commissioner
should have three primary
responsibilities: serving removal notices on behalf of
Irish residents that have been
directly affected by harmful
online content; enforcing online safety codes; promoting
online safety. This is a national
initiative focused on individual
harm such as bullying and is
separate from the EU-wide
regulation of video content.
The new EU rules will police video images for the first

time, but will not deal with
comments or photographs.
However, the BAI noted that
the new EU rules coincided
with “the international consensus on the urgent necessity
to address the issue of harmful
content”.
“By virtue of the media
platform based here, Ireland
is in a unique position to lead
the debate and chart the way
forward in relation to online
safety and regulation,” says the
document which was circulated among European regulators
last Friday.
Michael O’Keeffe, CEO of
the BAI, told the Sunday Independent: “There will definitely
be pressure on Ireland because
Facebook, Google (owner of
YouTube), Twitter… all of them
are here.
“We would be suggesting
things like age verification
systems, and content rating
systems. And a robust complaints resolution system.
“Given the size and the scale
of the content, you have to put
the onus on the companies.”

Continued on page 2

BRENDAN O’CONNOR

Boris out-Borises Boris

T

HE only one who
can stop Boris now
is Boris. This is what
we are endlessly told by
those in the know. And,
at this stage, you wonder
what even Boris could do
that would out-Boris what
Boris has already done? This
is a man whose romantic
history is so complex that
he refuses to even tell us
how many children he has.
But somehow it seems the
Residents’ Association types
in the home counties, who
get to decide Britain’s next
PM, are willing to overlook
that. His lies and his
offensiveness are portrayed
almost as a kind of winning

honesty, a lack of hypocrisy.
What you see is what you get
with Boris, they say.
But it seems Boris has a
few more surprises up his
sleeve. Let’s face it, who
could have predicted that in
his hour of triumph, Boris
would manage to have the
police called to his house
over a domestic? The fact
that it barely goes without
remark by Conservative old
dears that this isn’t Boris’s
house but the flat where
he lives with his young
girlfriend is a sign of how
low the bar is set. Many
of the neighbours weren’t
even sure if Boris was living
there or not. You’d think
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upstanding Tories would
want to know where their
PM is sleeping at night.
But now at least they
know where he keeps his
effing laptop, which for
some reason he wanted his
girlfriend to get off of, while
she wanted him to get off
her, apparently. Crockery
was thrown, and red wine
may have been spilt on her
good couch. But all was well
when the police arrived,
having been called by
concerned neighbours.
You’d wonder at this stage
if Boris is thinking of testing
the old Trump maxim. Could
Boris shoot someone on
Oxford Street and still not
lose votes? Indeed, at this
stage, even Trump himself
must be in awe of what Boris
can get away with.
And, meanwhile, poor
old Jeremy Hunt, a relic
from another era, bleats
on about how he’s going
to make this leadership
competition about character.

Yeah right, say Boris’s
fans. Boris may not have
character, but you know
what? He is a character. And
that matters much more
these days. But, of course,
the truth is we are barely
listening to any of them any
more. They all drone on
about various things — like
the difficulties of filling
the top jobs in Brussels,
alternative arrangements
to the backstop, so and
so’s lack of fiscal prudence
and so on. But all we heard
this weekend was that
two minutes at the end
of the news where they
said there’s going to be a
heatwave next week. Never
mind the accompanying
thunderstorms. We barely
heard that bit. Summer’s
here. Wake us up in
September when Brexit
is looming and we’ll start
worrying again. As Brenda
from Bristol said, too much
politics going on at the
moment.

SONIA
O’SULLIVAN
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ALIVE AND KICKING KING JAMES
Mayo see off Down to take Sugrue’s Open dream realised
another step forward Page 3 after brilliant Amateur win Page 10

Joe
Brolly

RESURGENT CORK LET
KINGDOM OFF HOOK

It was like a Mayo home game
in Páirc Esler. Forty five minutes
before throw-in and the place
was bedecked in red and green.
The Mayo fans are like the mob in
Monty Python’s Life of Brian.

Paul
Kimmage

There was an interview with him
recently that made me smile: “His
reedy voice cracked and rose
and his eyes welled as he talked
about Trump. ‘Somebody’s got to
call him on these lies’
Page 7
D O N N CH A D H

Marie
Crowe

FIANNA Fail is set for a showdown with senior RTE executives over a Red C exit poll
which significantly underestimated the party’s support
in the local elections.
Fianna Fail’s top brass are
furious with the broadcaster
over the publication of the
exit poll on the night of the

exit poll and other electoral
matters.
Fianna Fail sources are
concerned exit polls are “shaping a narrative” after elections
by suggesting the party underperformed when in fact it won
more seats than predicted.
Yesterday, the party’s education spokesperson, Thomas
Byrne, confirmed that Fianna
Fail would be raising the exit

Page 8

Eamonn
Sweeney

Child protection, incitement to hatred, criminal
offences, terrorism and advertising are in the firing line
under the EU proposals. The
proposed regulations have
been balanced by freedom
of expression concerns, said
O’Keeffe.
Given the scale of the material on the media platforms,
the BAI recommends ‘high
level rules and regulation’
with the regulator policing the
implementation of these rules.
The social media companies
will have to retain independent
decision-makers for escalated
complaints and these people
will be monitored by the regulator, under the proposals.
These decision-makers
would have the right to make
protected disclosures to the
regulator.
“The regulator’s role then
is to oversee the system,” said
O’Keeffe. “The regulator would
be able to intervene when it
feels there is a need for intervention.”
The BAI proposes an outof-court dispute mechanism
with an adjudicator, financial
penalties and the powers to
order the companies to supply
data and information.
The video-sharing plat-

THE Broadcasting Authority
of Ireland traces its origins
back to the Independent
Radio and Television
Commission (IRTC) which
was set up in 1988 to
develop and regulate
commercial radio and
television. At the time, RTE
was the main broadcaster in
the country, although there
were several pirate radio
stations in operation.
As the independent
radio and television sector
matured, it became the
Broadcasting Commission
of Ireland (BCI), making key
decisions on consolidation in
the radio market during the
boom. In 2009 it become
the Broadcasting Authority
of Ireland, taking over the
regulation of RTE.
It carried out an
investigation into RTE’s
Mission to Prey programme,
which was aired in 2011.
The BAI fined RTE
€200,000 after finding
‘‘serious failures’’ in relation
to the programme.
The BAI currently
regulates RTE, Virgin Media,
the commercial radio stations
and has a role to play in the
clearance of media mergers.

forms would be required to
provide regular compliance
reports to the regulator. If the
watchdog was not satisfied, it
would carry out its own independent assessment.
The new rules are laid out
in broad terms in the revised
EU Audio Visual Media Services (AVMS) Directive which
was agreed by member states
last year. It is up to the Irish
Government to introduce the
legislation to implement the
rules here and its views may
vary from the BAI’s recommendation.
The BAI has already held
preliminary discussions with
Facebook and other video sharing platforms on the issue.
The BAI said a proposal by
the Department of Communications to extend the AVMS
rules to all user-generated
content would need to be given
detailed consideration given
that there are “issues of very
significant complexity and
scale in applying the provisions as proposed”.
The new regulator will also
oversee on-demand services
such as the Virgin and RTE
players.
Apple TV will also come under its remit and will face a levy
here, the BAI recommends.
Details of the levy will need
further consideration, it said.

FREE public transport initiatives and schemes to reduce
the number of journeys taken
by people every day should
have formed a key plank of
the Government’s new Climate
Action plan, according to a
leading researcher.
Dublin City University researcher Dr Laura Devaney

said transport proposals in the
plan do not go far enough to
address the climate emergency.
She has pointed to an over-reliance on replacement fuels and
electric vehicles, minimising
positive environmental impacts and leaving people in
“cleaner traffic jams”.
Many of the key actions in
the Government’s plan aim to
cut greenhouse gases in the

transport sector by transitioning to new clean technologies.
Dr Devaney has welcomed the
plan but would have liked to
see more ambition in it.
“Change can be hard but it
will be nowhere near as hard
as the consequences climate
change will bring,” she said.
She called for a “modal
shift”, bringing people out of
their cars and incentivising

3-10

ERRY are Munster champions for
the 81st time but Peter Keane’s
team left Páirc UÍ Chaoimh
with at least as many questions
as answers.
In front of 18,265, one of the poorest
crowds to watch a Munster SFC final in
the last 40 years, Cork came to within
a whisker of pulling off a major shock.
Kerry did just enough to get by.
They roll into the Super 8 as Munster
champions, as was widely expected, but
only after the Rebels delivered a much
sterner examination than had been
anticipated.
On the positive side for Kerry,
they dug out a result when the game

The most surprising thing of
all may be that the Leinster
Championship beat its Munster
counterpart for excitement.
This was most graphically
illustrated last weekend.

poll with RTE and also called
on polling companies to investigate why their research is
underestimating Fianna Fail’s
public support.
“There will be a meeting
with RTE. The issues we raised
publicly will be raised with
management, which was that
the exit poll started a narrative
which suggested we didn’t do
great but we actually came

might have gone away from them. Paul
Geaney’s second-half sending-off meant
they had to do it the hard way and the
likes of David Clifford and Stephen
O’Brien produced some huge moments
for the title holders.
However, Kerry conceded three goals
and Cork might easily have added another three as the Kingdom’s defence looked
open. Kerry won’t play again until the
weekend of July 13/14, but manager Peter
Keane and Co know they have plenty of
work to do.
Some of the stats surrounding Kerry’s
first half gave the impression that they
had put down a good performance —
they didn’t kick a wide and didn’t allow
Cork to score a point from play. However,
the most pressing issue for Keane is
the number of clear goal chances Cork
created in the opening half.
The Rebels had four clear-cut opportunities to raise green flags in the
first half. Luke Connolly pulled his shot
wide from a tight angle after 16 minutes
before Kerry goalkeeper Shane Ryan
denied Ruairi Deane after he tore
through the middle of the Kerry defence.
It wouldn’t be the first time the

Kingdom would look vulnerable at the
back. Connolly finally grabbed a goal but
Kerry’s defence could have done more.
A throw-up on the 20-metre line fell to
Deane who somehow was unmarked in
the Kerry area. He found Connolly who
flicked to the net.
Cork badly needed that score because
Kerry had opened up a 1-5 to 0-1 lead
after 13 minutes. They had 1-3 on the
board after just eight minutes, with Tom
O’Sullivan hammering to the net after
Sean O’Shea’s barrelling run.
Connolly’s goal brought Cork back
to within four points and they almost
netted another when Mark Collins was
put through. However, a brilliant block
from Tadhg Morley denied him.
Kerry were much slicker at the other
end with Clifford, O’Shea and Geaney
landing fine points to put them 1-10 to
1-4 up at the break. However, given their
defensive woes, it felt like Cork were still
very much in the shake-up.
The second half went along similar
lines. Kerry looked good going forward
but vulnerable at the back with Cork
seemingly convinced a goal was on,
every time they moved forward. Sean

White helped them cut the gap to three
points, then the Rebels struck for their
third goal.
A routine ball on top of Brian Hurley
caused havoc. Kerry keeper Ryan came
but was beaten to it by Hurley who
brought the sides level with his deft
flick. The goal had echoes of Diarmuid
O’Connor’s effort in the league final.
Páirc Uí Chaoimh suddenly came
alive with the score but, to their credit,
Kerry responded well. Dara Moynihan
clipped over a score before Clifford
added his fourth of the day.
But if Kerry thought they had
steadied the ship, they were about to
suffer another body blow.
Geaney picked up a black card after
an earlier yellow, and Kerry were down
to 14 men with more than 15 minutes
to play.
However, Cork’s nerve seemed to
desert them. They suddenly turned
sloppy and some bad shot selection
let Kerry off the hook. The Kingdom
pushed themselves four points clear
when O’Shea clipped over a free.
However, Cork added two points
through Mark Collins frees and the

Castlehaven man added another — to
cut the gap to the minimum — as the
clock rolled into injury-time.
However, Kerry found a response
once more. Clifford won a vital ball and
found sub Micheal Burns who kept his
nerve to point.
O’Shea added another insurance
score that helped Kerry into the last
eight of the championship while Cork
can move into the qualifiers with renewed confidence, something that
looked unlikely just a few months ago.
Scorers — Kerry: S O’Shea 0-8 (6f); D Clifford 0-4 (1f);
T O’Sullivan 1-1; S O’Brien 0-2; D Moynihan, D O’Connor,
P Geaney, M Burns 0-1 each. Cork: M Collins 0-8 (6f); L
Connolly 2-0 (1-0 pen); B Hurley 1-0; S White, J Loughrey
0-1 each.
Kerry: S Ryan; P Murphy, T Morley, J Foley, T O’Sullivan, J
Sherwood, G White, D Moran, J Barry, D O’Connor, S O’Shea,
D Moynihan, D Clifford, P Geaney, S O’Brien Subs: G Crowley
for White (43), M Burns for Moynihan (50), A Spillane for
Barry (53), B Ó Beaglaoich for O’Connor (66), M Griffin for
O’Sullivan (68).
Cork: M White; J Loughrey, N Walsh, K Flahive; L
O’Donovan, T Clancy, M Taylor, I Maguire, K O’Hanlon, P
Kerrigan, S White, R Deane, L Connolly, B Hurley, M Collins
Subs: K O’Donovan for Walsh (35), K O’Driscoll for White, M
Hurley for B Hurley (both 59), S Sherlock for Connolly (66),
A Browne for Taylor (68), S Cronin for Loughrey (69)
Referee: A Nolan (Wicklow)

M U N S T E R F I N A L V E R DIC T

The good news for the Rebels is they have a team again
O’ROU R K E

S

OME hope at last for Cork
football. After last year’s
humiliation — when they were
beaten by 17 points — they
found that this team does have
heart and spirit. In the end, they were
a little unfortunate not to get a replay
out of the game.
Kerry won, but have a lot of unanswered questions.
They are a long way from the finished article — the defence is still very
ropey. Kerry need a commanding fig-

ure like Seamus Moynihan, which they
don’t seem to have. I have no doubt
Peter Keane has scoured the county
looking for this man, an alchemist, who
can take this team to the next level.
Cork scored three goals and could
have had three more. Ruairi Deane was
a warrior for them, taking the game to
Kerry by the simple tactic of running in
straight lines through their defence.
Kerry goalkeeper Shane Ryan will
be in danger of losing his place after
this performance. The second goal was
a carbon copy of what happened in the
League final against Mayo when he got
nothing. He shouldn’t have come for
it, but when he did decide to advance,
it was incumbent on him to take man,
ball and all, or at least one of them.
Tadhg Morley didn’t cover himself

in glory either and they allowed Brian
Hurley an easy overhead flick to the
net. This is the kind of elementary
mistake you don’t expect at this level
from Kerry.
The first goal was another simple mistake: A ball thrown in on the
20-metre line was flicked on to Deane,
who passed it to Luke Connolly, who
flicked it to the net with not a Kerry
defender in sight. This is something
we have seen from Kerry in the recent
past, the defence going missing.
And of course the penalty revealed
panic after Killian O’Hanlon was
allowed to wade through the heart of
the defence before finally being pulled
down by Morley.
There were lots of other similar
chances offered up for goals and

points. Quite simply, this Kerry defence
is much happier playing ball than
marking their men, or doing the other
unpleasant tasks which are the first
call of duty for a back, not the last.
Great Kerry teams of the past knew
this. Páidí Ó Sé and Tim Kennelly must
have been throwing a few swear words
from heaven as they watched some of
the poor defending from this team.
There is no room for champagne
football when there’s a game to be won
— especially in a Munster final against
Cork.
Having said that, the Kerry attack
was smooth. Stephen O’Brien, David
Clifford and Sean O’Shea worked very
hard to create space and chances, and
took some lovely points from play. The
Cork defence was just as open as Kerry.

It all made for an exciting match
but the quality was not up to All-Ireland-winning standard.
Paul Geaney was petulant, and ended up with a red card. It reflected the
fact that things weren’t going well for
him in the game, but it looks as if the
Kerry forward line are going to have
to run up a huge total to win games as
their backs will let in a lot at the other
end.
Kerry, so, are bound for the Super 8,
and depending on the draw and how
kind it is, Cork may also be heading
for it too. The only problem for them
is that Dublin will be waiting for them,
and their defence won’t be so friendly.
The good news for Cork, though, is
at least they have discovered they have
a football team again.
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first. Fianna Fail is always
underestimated in exit polls
and RTE need to do something
about that before the next
election,” Mr Byrne said.
“There was an investigation in the UK which was
funded by the polling companies after a number of polls
were off the mark and that
is something that should be
considered here too.”
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News in Brief
Social Democrats round on Fine Gael
÷ The Government has been accused of paying lip-

service to the squeezed middle while failing on key
projects, according to the Social Democrats co-leaders
Catherine Murphy and Roisin Shorthall.
At the party’s third national conference in Dublin
yesterday, they rounded on Fine Gael in their keynote
speech, accusing them of a “glossy privilege” conflicting
with the “daily lives of those working to stand still”.
They pointed to the cost overruns with the National
Children’s Hospital and the National Broadband Plan as
examples of Government failure, while critical services
lack investment. They said: “Fine Gael pay lip-service
to a so-called squeezed middle but they never put any
squeeze on those at the very top of the tree. And, for most
people who are not at the top of that tree, the current
government has failed.”

Retired garda found dead on Cork road
÷ Gardai in west Cork are investigating the death of a

retired member of the force whose body was found in
the early hours of yesterday near his home in Glandore.
The 57-year-old man was socialising yesterday evening
in a local pub and left the pub to walk home. Emergency
services were contacted by a passing motorist who
spotted a body on the road. Gardai appealed to motorists
who may have information to call (023) 882 1570.

Two arrests in €800,000 drug seizures
÷ Two men in Cork have been arrested after gardai
discovered drugs worth almost €800,000 in searches last
Friday. Gardai stopped the two men, aged in their 40s,
travelling in a car on the Lower Glanmire Road.
They discovered and seized 5.5kgs of cannabis herb
with an estimated street value of €110,000. A follow-up
search in Togher led to a bigger find of the drug with an
estimated street value of €680,000. Both men were being
held at Mayfield Garda Station.

Charity wants support for home care
÷ A charity supporting older people has called for

increased funding to support improvements for home
care services across the country. Alone, which supports
older people to age at home, yesterday said the current
state of home care provision was contributing to
increased vulnerability and challenges for older people,
their families and home care workers. It comes amid
reports the HSE is planning to target home-help hours
for cuts as part of efforts to plug a €500m hole in the
health budget.

Man arrested after fatal fireball crash
÷ Gardai investigating a serious road traffic collision
PROTEST: Fishing boats blockade the harbour at Greystones. Photo: Colin O’Riordan

FISHERMEN DROP ANCHOR IN PROTEST
Wayne O’Connor
FISHERMEN in Greystones,
Co Wicklow, took to the water
around the town’s marina
yesterday in protest over a
decade-long dispute about
access to the harbour.
Fishermen from the
area moored five boats in
the marina, asking other
harbour users not to pass
by, as their row with the
local council and harbour

operators escalated.
Fisherman Tim Storey
said the protest was to
show locals who have fished
waters nearby and previously used the harbour are
“serious” about ensuring
they are able to land their
catch there in future.
Local councillor Tom
Fortune said further discussions are scheduled to take
place this week to resolve
the dispute.

A spokesman for BJ
Marinas said the company
is very concerned about recent developments, adding
that the company walked
in to a row that was already
on-going when it began
operating the harbour in
2013. He said a number of
by-laws had been broken at
the marina in recent times,
leading to health and safety
issues. It wants to see the
matter resolved, he added.

Cleaner traffic jams ‘won’t cut it’ in climate action plan
Wayne O’Connor
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Watchdog lays out online safety proposals
WHAT IS THE BAI?

Kerry

K
Knocklyon United is a club similar
to so many. It is at the centre of
a community, a safe place for the
600 kids who play there and for
many of those children it’s their
favourite place to go.

New powers
to help police
social media
Continued from page 1
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PÁ IRC UÍ CH AOIMH

Furious FF set for showdown with RTE over exit poll
was 279 while Fine Gael had
255 councillors elected.
Senior Fianna Fail figures
have previously raised concerns with RTE exit polls
which also underestimated
the party’s support in the 2014
local elections.
Before the most recent
vote, Fianna Fail met with
RTE’s election steering committee to discuss the previous

Kerry’s Tom O’Sullivan celebrates after
scoring his side’s first-half goal during
last night’s Munster final in Páirc Ui
Chaoimh. Cork. Photo: Brendan Moran
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recent European and local
elections.
The poll showed Fianna
Fail and Fine Gael neck and
neck in the local elections,
with both parties holding 23pc
of the national vote.
However, when all votes
were counted, Fianna Fail held
almost 27pc of the vote while
Fine Gael held just above 25pc.
Fianna Fail’s final seat count
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greater use of public transport,
walking and cycling. Only
then should the Government
consider technologies, such as
electric vehicles, which form
a key plank of the plan, she
added. She would have also
liked to see measures taken to
affect aviation, and incentives
for people to move to public
transport options.
“When we are re-investing

in Waterford Airport or potentially having a third terminal
in Dublin Airport, for me it
highlights a lack of consistency across Government planning, policy and infrastructure
planning. We need more than
cleaner traffic jams. We need
walking and cycling infrastructure. You only need to
look internationally to see how
this can be done properly and

how you can incentivise people
with free public transport that
perhaps the Climate Action
Plan should have looked at,
or reduced-cost public transport.
“In Vienna people can pay
€365 for an annual public
transport ticket — €1 per day
— and that encourages people.”

› Colm McCarthy, page 17

that occurred on the M11 have a arrested a man in his
50s. The collision involving a truck and another vehicle
occurred Northbound on the M11, outside Gorey, at
approximately 2.10pm yesterday. The vehicle involved
burst into flames and the sole occupant, a man in his
30s, was fatally injured. The male occupant of the truck
was uninjured. Gardai are appealing to motorists with
dash cam footage to contact Gorey Garda Station on 053
9430690, the Garda Confidential Line 1800-666-111 or
any Garda station.

Winning numbers in €3.25m Lotto jackpot
÷ The numbers drawn for a Lotto jackpot of €3.25m last
night were; 3, 4, 19, 32, 39 and 46. Bonus 40. The Lotto
Plus 1 numbers were; 16, 17, 27, 31, 32 and 37. Bonus 46.
Lotto Plus 2 numbers: 3, 6, 21, 23, 34 and 37. Bonus 26.
Raffle number 5059.

Businessman leaves €5.6m in will
÷ Businessman John McCall of Ramleh Close,

Milltown, Dublin, who died on December 10, 2018,
has left €5,627,936 in his will. Other wills: Thomas
Jones, a farmer of Tipper Road, Naas, Co Kildare, died
November 25, 2017, left €4,849,386; Maurice Sheehan,
chartered accountant, Crannagh Grove, Artane, Dublin,
died December 20, 2018, left €1,793,445; Rodolfo Caira,
businessman, East Pier, Howth, Dublin, died April 4,
2018, left €1,780,342; Ida Teehan, nurse, Carrickbrennan
Lawn, Monkstown, Dublin, died November 16, 2018, left
€1,697,652; John McNamara, computer programmer of
Tuam, Co Galway and formerly Doolin, Co Clare, died
March 14, 2018, left €1,472,236; Charles Corr, store owner,
Townparks, Skerries, Co Dublin, died March 5, 2018, left
€1,364,126; Dympna Curry, school teacher, Cedermount
Road, Mount Merrion, Dublin, died November 21, 2018,
left €1,301,590 and Raymond Tiernan, a shop owner of
Kilsallaghan, Co Meath, who died December 17, 2016, left
€1,238,100.

